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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 1965, the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor (U-M) received 70 percent of its funding in appropriations from
the state of Michigan. By 2003, U-M had reduced its dependence on the state to just 10 percent of total revenue. At
the same time, U-M remained a top 25 institution according to the University of Florida’s Top American Research
Universities and U.S. News & World Report’s annual rankings. U-M also tops Wall Street rankings, becoming the first
public university to have its credit rating raised to an Aa1 ranking and its bonds trading at Aaa levels. Today,
Michigan’s flagship university is considered “Silicon Valley East” and has become a model for other large, public
research institutions.
Arizona’s two largest public universities, Arizona State University (ASU) and the University of Arizona (UA), face
many of the same challenges that U-M confronted decades ago.  Like the University of Michigan of the 1960s, ASU
and UA depend heavily on state appropriations, yet have great endowment and alumni-giving revenue potential. This
case study describes U-M’s efforts over the past 35 years to transform itself into a privately financed public research
university and draws three recommendations for consideration. 
Arizona’s universities can increase their financial self-sufficiency and reduce their reliance on state funding by
identifying core academic programs, aligning tuition more closely with the actual cost of educational services, and
increasing private funding. ASU and UA have strong community support, with well over 200,000 alumni each, and
increasingly distinguished academic rankings. Like U-M, ASU and UA have the potential to become world-class
research institutions by embracing an entrepreneurial approach to fundraising, management, and resource allocation.
In 1965, state
appropriations
amounted to 70 percent
of the University of
Michigan-Ann Arbor’s
general revenue. After
peaking at this level,
state funding as a
portion of the
University of Michigan
declined steadily over
the next 30 years.
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Becoming a Privately Financed
Public Research University:
An Overview
In 1965, state appropriations
amounted to 70 percent of the
University of Michigan-Ann Arbor’s
general revenue.1 After peaking at this
level, state funding as a portion of the
University of Michigan (U-M) declined
steadily over the next 30 years. State
support for U-M began declining, in
part, because Michigan’s public
university system, which currently
includes 15 public campuses, was
expanding as the state’s economy was
weakening. In fact, Michigan quickly
went from one of the top-ranked states
in terms of appropriations for higher
education to one of the lowest-ranked
states.2
Beginning in the 1970s, U-M
responded to reductions in state funding
by increasing both in- and out-of-state
tuition; focusing on its most
distinguished academic programs with
the greatest potential for raising revenue,
such as business administration,
medicine, and engineering; and
reducing funding for its less
distinguished programs, including
natural resources, art, and education.3
When the state of Michigan again
reduced its support in 1981, U-M
responded by eliminating funding
altogether for its undistinguished
programs such as geography, as well as
its institutes studying mental retardation
and environmental quality.4 The
University’s critical programs survived,
but as former president James J.
Duderstadt, who served from 1988 to
1996, observes, “it was clear that such a
crisis-driven, centralized decision
process was not appropriate for the
longer term.”5 For this reason, in the
mid-1980s U-M implemented Vision
2000, a strategy of containing costs,
managing resources wisely, and finding
alternative sources of revenue to help
sustain and improve the University’s
research standing.6
By following the Vision 2000
strategy, U-M’s private sector support
increased, especially from friends and
alumni.7 This approach succeeded in
raising enough funds to sustain U-M’s
research stature in the short-term.
However, the Vision 2000 strategy failed
to put the university on a financial
foundation solid enough to position it as
a leader in higher education over the
long term.8 A primary reason for this
failure was the fact that U-M viewed
private funding as a temporary
supplement providing a “quick fix” until
state support would return to normal. It
never did. By fiscal year 1990, state
funding had fallen to roughly 15 percent
of U-M’s total funding, and it was
obvious that state support would
continue to decline as a percentage of its
general revenue.9
U-M officials acknowledged that
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By the end of the
1990s, U-M was
largely supported
through private money.
Moreover, its
educational quality was
on par with some the
country’s top private
institutions, including
Harvard University
and Stanford
University, at about
one-third the price.
“the current erosion in state support for
higher education is part of a more
permanent shift in funding priorities.
Generous support of higher education is
unlikely to be sustained in most states
over the longer term.”10 At best, the
anticipated levels of state support for
U-M would sustain a four-year regional
college. However, to become an
internationally recognized research
university, U-M would have to become a
privately financed public university by
raising revenue competitively through
tuition, grants, and private donations,
and then managing those resources
wisely.11
Under its Vision 2000 strategy of the
1980s, U-M sought to generate and
manage resources like a private business,
but it intended to continue relying on
generous state funding that never
materialized. Becoming a privately
financed public university therefore
became the cornerstone of U-M’s new
strategy for the 1990s, named Vision
2017 in honor of the university’s 200th
anniversary. According to president
emeritus Duderstadt, the new strategy
was designed to establish a long-term
financial foundation that would be “less
susceptible to the shifting winds of
government fortune.”12 Under this new
strategy, private giving would replace,
not supplement, state funding.13
As a result, by the end of the 1990s,
U-M was largely supported through
private money.14 Moreover, its
educational quality was on par with
some of the country’s top private
institutions, including Harvard
University and Stanford University, at
about one-third the price.15 By adopting
the model of a privately financed public
university, U-M doubled its general
revenues from $1.8 billion in fiscal year
1991 to nearly $4 billion in fiscal year
2001. This revenue increase occurred as
state funding went from 15 percent of
U-M’s general revenue in fiscal year
1991 to 10 percent in fiscal year 2001.16
Like U-M, Arizona State University
(ASU) and the University of Arizona
(UA) are classified by the Carnegie
Foundation as “Doctoral/Research
Universities—Extensive” institutions
and rank among the country’s top 200
universities. The Arizona Board of
Regents (ABOR) considers U-M a peer
institution of ASU and UA.17 Another
similarity among these three institutions
is a stated intention to reduce reliance
on state funding. ASU president
Michael Crow has stated his intent to
transform ASU from an agency, or state-
subsidized, research university to what
he calls an “entrepreneurial” university.
The goal of such a university, according
to Crow, “is to ask the Legislature in the
future for less money by finding
alternative support through partnerships
with business.”18
However, in spite of the stated goal
of making Arizona’s universities less
dependent upon state funding, Crow led
an effort for more, not less, public
money. In 2003, following intense
lobbying efforts, the state legislature
passed the highly publicized University
Research Financing bill.19 Paid out in 24
installments of $35 million over 23 years
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to Arizona’s three public universities, the
total expenditure amounts to
approximately $840 million in current
dollars for $440 million worth of new
research facilities.20
In addition, during fiscal year 2004,
legislators increased state appropriations
for Arizona’s three public universities
over five percent to $780 million.21
ABOR also unanimously approved a
$1.26 billion budget for fiscal year 2006.
The Regents’ proposed budget
represents a 10 percent increase over the
previous fiscal year’s budget. Under the
proposed budget plan, state general fund
appropriations for all three public
universities would have to increase to
$906 million.22
Those requested increases come as
ASU and UA have raised more money
from private sources than at any time in
the past. During fiscal year 2004, ASU
and UA each raised over $100 million in
private donations. Yet university officials
report that Arizona’s public universities
“will continue to rely heavily on tax
dollars for their core educational
programs and most new buildings.”23 In
fact, turning to private sector support for
the universities actually worries former
Regents president Chris Herstam
because he does “not wish to throw in
the towel on relying on the state general
fund.”24 Thus, it appears Arizona’s public
universities intend to maintain their
reliance on state funding.
By continuing to depend so heavily
on state funding, ASU and UA are
nearly two decades behind U-M. Like
ASU and UA, dozens of public
universities nationwide aspire to become
leading 21st-century research
institutions, but they cling to 19th-
century strategies of state subsidies and
centralized planning. U-M has pulled far
ahead of the pack precisely by bucking
that conventional public university
strategy. Given its success over the past
30 years, U-M is an instructive case
study of what is possible when public
research universities choose financial
self-sufficiency over state subsidies. 
Revenue
Most public universities rely on five
basic revenue sources: state
appropriations; federal, state, and local
grants and contracts; tuition and fees;
private gifts and endowment income;
and auxiliary enterprises. This section
examines each of those revenue sources
at U-M. The following figures illustrate
the growth of its total general revenue
and the portion each revenue source has
contributed over the past decade. As
shown in Figure 1, U-M doubled its
general revenue from $1.8 billion in
fiscal year 1992 to nearly $4 billion by
fiscal year 2002, even as state funding
went from 15 percent to less than 10
percent of its general revenue. 
Comparing the contributions that
government and non-government
revenue made to U-M’s general revenue
from fiscal years 1991 to 2002 is even
more striking, as seen in Figure 2. U-M
raises roughly three-quarters of its
ABOR also
unanimously approved
a $1.26 billion budget
for fiscal year 2006.
The Regents’ proposed
budget represents a 10
percent increase over
the previous fiscal year’s
budget. Under the
proposed budget plan,
state general fund
appropriations for all
three public universities
would have to increase
to $906 million.
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By continuing to
depend so heavily on
state funding, ASU and
UA are nearly two
decades behind U-M.
Like ASU and UA,
dozens of public
universities nationwide
aspire to become
leading 21st-century
research institutions,
but they cling to 19th-
century strategies of
state subsidies and
centralized planning. 
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Figure 1: General Revenue: 1992 to 2002
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Figure 2: Government and Non-Government Revenue: 1992 to 2002
Sources: University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Office of Budget and Planning, annual reports; and U.S.
News & World Report’s annual “America’s Best National Universities” issues for corresponding years. 
Note: Dollar amounts are not adjusted for inflation.
Sources: University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Office of Budget and Planning, annual reports; and U.S.
News & World Report’s annual “America’s Best National Universities” issues for corresponding years. 
Note: Dollar amounts are not adjusted for inflation.
In 1965 Michigan was
among the top five
states in funding higher
education. By 1980, it
ranked in the bottom
third, and state
funding went from 70
percent of U-M’s
general revenue to 40
percent.
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general revenue from non-government
sources, which include tuition and fees,
private giving and grants, as well as
income from the university’s auxiliary
enterprises, educational departments,
endowment income, and other
investments. In addition to state
appropriations, government sources
include federal, state, and local
government grants and contracts. The
portion government sources contributed
to U-M’s general revenue declined from
29 percent in fiscal year 1992 to 25
percent in fiscal year 2002.
Under Harold T. Shapiro, who
served as U-M president from 1980 to
1988, the university intensified its
private fundraising efforts. Moreover, in
1983 Shapiro explained, “We’re trying
to figure out how to allocate our
resources like a business does. Everybody
knows we’re not a business, but we still
have to manage assets.”25 Shapiro hired
experts from private universities to
improve U-M’s fundraising organization
and volunteer recruitment. All of U-M’s
schools and colleges began turning to
the private sector as a key component of
their strategic planning to improve their
revenue bases. U-M also started
managing its endowment as a private
bank would, and combined with
effective fundraising efforts, U-M’s
endowment grew from $250 million in
1988 to over $2 billion by 1996.26 By
1996, as a result of its investment
management, U-M became one of the
top-ranked institutions for endowment
earnings and raised over $3 billion in
additional revenue for its various
departments.27 Each of U-M’s general
revenue sources is considered in greater
detail below, and together they reveal
that U-M has nearly achieved financial
independence from state appropriations.
State Support
In 1965 Michigan was among the
top five states in funding higher
education. By 1980, it ranked in the
bottom third, and state funding went
from 70 percent of U-M’s general
revenue to 40 percent.28 By the 1990s,
state support constituted 15 percent of
U-M’s general revenue, and as of 2003 it
constituted less than 10 percent. 
Federal Support
During the 1980s, when state
support was declining, U-M turned to
federal funding to support its research
and financial aid programs. Federal
funding afforded U-M some budget
flexibility.29 Based on U-M’s experience,
however, increasing dependence on
federal support is not a wise long-term
strategy. First, just like state
governments, the federal government
has many competing demands for
resources. Second, the federal
government now limits reimbursements
to universities for the overhead costs of
conducting federally sponsored research.
To cover those unreimbursed research
costs, many research universities must
reallocate funds away from educational
services.30
From fiscal years 1992 to 2002, the
level of U-M’s federal funding increased
by 48 percent. Yet, as seen in Figure 4, it
November 1, 2005
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During the 1980s,
when state support was
declining, U-M turned
to federal funding to
support its research and
financial aid programs.
Federal funding
afforded U-M some
budget flexibility. Based
on U-M’s experience,
however, increasing
dependence on federal
support is not a wise
long-term strategy.
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Figure 3: State Funding as a Percentage of General Revenue: 1965 to 2003
Sources: University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Office of Budget and Planning, annual reports for
corresponding years 1991 through 2003. Percentages for prior years from James J. Duderstadt, A
University for the 21st Century (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2000).
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Figure 4: Federal Funding as a Percentage of General Revenue: 1992 to 2002
Source: University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Office of Budget and Planning, annual reports.
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remained relatively constant as a portion
of U-M’s general revenue, averaging
about 13 percent between fiscal years
1992 and 2002.
Student Tuition and Fees
To compensate for declining state
support, U-M raised tuition. Tuition
rarely covers the actual cost of the
education provided by a college or
university, and it is typically heavily
subsidized by public and private funds.
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Figure 5: Total Enrollment and Tuition: 1991-92 to 2001-02
Source: Enrollment data for academic years 1991-02 through 1993-94 are from U.S. News & World
Report’s annual “America’s Best National Universities” for corresponding years. Enrollment data for
academic years 1994-95 through 2000-01 are from the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES), Digest of Education Statistics, 1996 through 2003 for corresponding years. Tuition data are
from the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Office of Budget and Planning, annual reports for
corresponding years. 
Notes:
1. Total enrollment figures represent combined full-time undergraduate and graduate student
enrollment.
2. University of Michigan undergraduate resident tuition amounts are used and represent the average
of the “Lower Division” and “Upper Division” College of Literature, Science, and the Arts tuition
amounts.
3. The University of Michigan charges “Lower Division” and “Upper Division” tuition rates for
resident and non-resident full-time students. Lower Division rates apply to students with less than 55
credits toward program (CTP), usually freshmen and sophomores. Upper Division rate hours apply
to students with more than 55 credits toward program (CTP), usually juniors and seniors.
4. Tuition amounts for academic years 1991-1992 through 1993-1994 are estimates derived by
dividing the total tuition and fees for the corresponding year by the total undergraduate and
graduate enrollment.
5. Dollar amounts are not adjusted for inflation.
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Financial aid, work-study, and loans also
reduce the price students or their
families pay for the education students
receive.31 Yet tuition can be a substantial
revenue source for any university, and it
is a source over which universities can
exercise greater control. However, the
tuition price universities can charge is
limited. Tuition set too low can harm
educational quality. Tuition set too high
can drive away students who will seek
out comparable universities that are less
expensive. Moreover, like other state
constitutions, Arizona’s requires state
universities to charge tuition that is “as
nearly free as possible,” which limits
flexibility to set tuition.32
Before state support diminished,
U-M’s in-state tuition remained low in
large part because the state of Michigan
subsidized it. To raise additional
funding, U-M increased the tuition
charged to non-resident students. By the
early 1990s, U-M’s out-of-state tuition
was as high as its peer institutions and
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Figure 6: Undergraduate Resident and Non-Resident Tuition: 1995-96 to 2004-05
Academic Year
Tu
iti
on
Source: University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Office of Budget and Planning, annual reports for
corresponding years. 
Notes: 
1. University of Michigan undergraduate resident tuition amounts are the average of the “Lower
Division” and “Upper Division” College of Literature, Science, and the Arts tuition amounts.
2. The University of Michigan charges “Lower Division” and “Upper Division” tuition rates for
resident and non-resident full-time students. Lower Division rates apply to students with less than 55
credits toward program (CTP), usually freshmen and sophomores.  Upper Division rate hours apply
to students with more than 55 credits toward program (CTP), usually juniors and seniors.
3. The University of Michigan also charges different tuition levels for each academic program
offered: Dentistry, Engineering, Kinesiology, the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, and all
other units. The tuition rate for the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts is considered the
“general” undergraduate rate because it enrolls the largest number of undergraduates. 
4. Dollar amounts are not adjusted for inflation.
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One of U-M’s first
development projects
was its Campaign for
Michigan, which built
a network of donors
and fundraising
volunteers. As a result
of the Campaign,
annual private giving
reached $60 million in
1988 and U-M was
able to establish a base
endowment of $250
million.
Private Fundraising
U-M began aggressively raising
private funding by creating a central
development office, which assists
university-wide fundraising efforts, as
well as more targeted projects
undertaken by smaller units. Though
centralized, the development office’s
operations are decentralized, sharing
resource allocation decisions among
academic units, administrative units,
and central administration.36 Such
decentralization introduced incentives
for increased productivity among units
of the University’s schools and colleges
by making them responsible for meeting
their costs but allowing them to keep the
funds they raise. To support operations
shared by all of U-M’s schools and
colleges, such as the library, and to
subsidize academic units that cannot
raise sufficient funds, a small “tax” is
imposed on units’ expenditures to
provide a central pool of resources.37
One of U-M’s first development
projects was its Campaign for Michigan,
which built a network of donors and
fundraising volunteers. As a result of the
Campaign, annual private giving
reached $60 million in 1988 and U-M
was able to establish a base endowment
of $250 million.38 This success
prompted U-M to adopt bolder
financial goals in 1990. First, the
university strove to generate more
annual private and investment revenue
than annual state appropriations,
averaging $300 million by 2000.39
To help meet its first goal, in 1992
could not be raised without risking the
loss of students to competitors.33 Having
raised its out-of-state tuition to match
the tuitions charged by peer institutions,
U-M began raising the in-state tuition it
charged Michigan residents.
Despite rising tuition, from
academic years 1991-92 to 2001-02,
U-M’s combined full-time graduate and
undergraduate enrollment increased
from 35,000 students to 38,000
students. U-M’s annual revenue from
tuition and fees increased in unadjusted
dollars from $288 million in the 1991-
92 academic year to $607 million in the
2001-02 academic year and constituted
16 percent of U-M’s general revenue on
average. As shown in Figure 6, from
academic years 1995-96 to 2004-05,
resident and non-resident tuition at
U-M increased by 33 and 35 percent,
respectively.34 Despite those tuition
increases, enrollment has continued to
increase.
Importantly, U-M does not charge a
flat tuition rate for undergraduate or
graduate education. Each academic
program varies in price, and a slightly
higher tuition is charged for
upperclassmen. This practice is the result
of U-M’s attempt to make tuition match
actual costs. Yet again, because of
political pressure to keep in-state tuition
artificially low, and pressure not to
exceed levels the market will bear, there
are limits to how much tuition and fees
can rise.35
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To help meet its first
goal, in 1992 U-M
launched one of the
most ambitious
fundraising campaigns
by a university, public
or private, at that time:
to raise $1 billion by
the fall of 1997. The
university ultimately
exceeded its goal by
raising more than $1.4
billion.
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Figure 7: Private Giving: 1989 to 1997
U-M launched one of the most
ambitious fundraising campaigns by a
university, public or private, at that time:
to raise $1 billion by the fall of 1997.
The university ultimately exceeded its
goal by raising more than $1.4 billion.40
As a result, from fiscal years 1989 to
1997, annual private giving nearly
tripled, from $60 million to $165
million, and U-M’s endowment
increased from $250 million to $2
billion, yielding $90 million in annual
endowment income.41 Thus, as of fiscal
year 1997 U-M’s combined annual
private giving and endowment income
reached $255 million.
U-M’s second financial goal was to
build an endowment capable of yielding
annual income exceeding state
appropriations by 2010.42 By the close of
fiscal year 2003, the market value of
U-M’s endowment reached $4.2 billion,
suggesting U-M is well on its way to
meeting its goal.43
Auxiliary Funds
Along with private gifts and
endowment income, auxiliary income
has been U-M’s fastest growing source of
revenue.44 One auxiliary revenue source
is its Michigan Wolverines football
team, including licensing of the “block
M” logo.45 Continuing education also
generates significant revenue for U-M.
Raising revenue
represents only one side
of the ledger.
Streamlining
administration, setting
funding priorities, and
cutting costs are equally
important in helping
universities adapt to
changing economic
circumstances.
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For example, by marketing its Executive
Education Program in the School of
Business Administration and the
Continuing Engineering Education
Program in the College of Engineering,
U-M raised resources for those academic
units. U-M’s continuing education
programs offer students the opportunity
to take individual courses that meet their
particular needs and interests instead of
enrolling in an entire program or
college.46
During the past 20 years, U-M’s
hospitals were generating between $60
million and $100 million annually.
However, given the changes in national
healthcare policy, Duderstadt cautions
against over-reliance on this particular
enterprise, saying, “While we thought
there might be an opportunity to make
important investments in those
academic units that contribute to the
bottom line of the U-M hospitals (e.g.
clinical research facilities), we believed it
would be unwise to make permanent
base commitments based on these
funds.”47
As shown in Figure 8, annual
income from U-M’s auxiliary enterprises
more than doubled between fiscal years
1992 and 2002, from $856 million to
just over $2 billion.
Resource Management
Raising revenue represents only one
side of the ledger. Streamlining
administration, setting funding
priorities, and cutting costs are equally
important in helping universities adapt
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Figure 8: Auxiliary Enterprise Revenue: 1992 to 2002
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Source: James J. Duderstadt, A University for the 21st Century (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 2000), 455.
Note: Dollar amounts are not adjusted for inflation.
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Universities have long
enjoyed a monopoly
over advanced
education because of
geographical location
and their monopoly on
certification through
the awarding of degrees.
However, today all of
these market constraints
are being challenged.
to changing economic circumstances.
U-M has more than 50,000 full- and
part-time students, 3,500 faculty, and
12,000 staff, which makes funding it
akin to financing a large private
corporation.48
One lesson U-M drew from private
business was the recognition that quality
does not always have to cost more. In
fact, in many cases, quality can be more
cost effective than mediocrity. For
example, by having fewer but more
talented professors, overall faculty salary
costs would be lower, but individual
salaries could be higher. With effective
faculty, redundant courses could be
eliminated without compromising
classroom quality, even if resulting
classes were slightly larger.
U-M drew another lesson from
private industry concerning budgeting.
Simply put, before adopting new
programs, universities must evaluate
existing programs and eliminate
ineffective or redundant ones. Most
university budgets rely on automatic,
annual funding increases. This is a recipe
for inefficiency because it discourages
long-range planning and prioritizing,
each of which assures potential private
supporters that universities take cost-
effectiveness and institutional efficiency
seriously.49
U-M also learned to define quality
in terms of outputs, such as student
performance, rather than inputs, such as
increased funding. Measuring quality
against results encourages universities to
become student-centered, focusing
academic programs, fundraising efforts,
research agendas, and administrative
functions primarily around their needs,
not those of faculty or administrators.
Becoming student-centered is
increasingly critical for universities to
thrive, as Duderstadt explains:
Universities have long enjoyed a
monopoly over advanced education
because of geographical location
and their monopoly on
certification through the awarding
of degrees. However, today all of
these market constraints are being
challenged, as information
technology eliminates the barriers
of space and time and as new
competitive forces enter the
marketplace to challenge
credentialing...Perhaps most
important of all will be the impact
of information technology, which
will not only eliminate the
constraints of space and time but
will create open learning
environments in which the learner
has choice in the marketplace.
More specifically, tomorrow’s
student will have access to a vast
array of learning opportunities, far
beyond today’s faculty-centered
institutions. Some of these
opportunities will provide formal
credentials, others will provide
simply knowledge, still others will
be available whenever the student,
more precisely, the learner, needs
the knowledge.50
As higher education becomes
increasingly global and decentralized,
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[U-M developed] a
decentralized model
that requires
administrative and
academic units to
contain costs and
streamline operations,
which includes using
competitive pricing and
outsourcing of services.
competition for students and their
education dollars will intensify.
With those lessons in mind, U-M
changed the way it allocates resources.
On the one hand, the University did not
want to sacrifice academic scope in order
to achieve excellence in a limited
number of academic fields, as some
institutions do. On the other hand,
U-M could not afford to pursue a
“multiversity” model characterized by
multiple campuses and colleges in an
effort to be “all things to all people.”51
Instead, U-M adopted a balanced
approach with what it calls a “spires of
excellence” strategy. This strategy
enabled the University to offer the
diversity of programs other large public
universities offer while setting itself apart
by focusing its resources on academic
quality.52
From U-M’s “spires of excellence”
strategy came a series of structural
decisions, including a new, decentralized
approach to resource management.
Decentralization is a significant
departure from standard public
university practice. Universities typically
allocate their resources according to an
“incremental budgeting” system in
which programs and departments begin
each fiscal year with the same level of
funding as the previous year plus an
inflation-adjusted increase. Such an
approach to resource management is
impractical in an era of limited public
resources because state universities need
the autonomy to establish their priorities
and fund them accordingly.53
U-M explored a variety of resource-
management models, turning to private
industry and the country’s best private
universities for guidance. Harvard
University, for example, uses a
decentralized “every tub on its own
bottom” strategy in which each
university unit is wholly responsible for
its own budget.54
U-M adopted a responsibility-center
management model in which academic
units, administrative units, and the
central administration make resource-
allocation decisions as equal partners.
However, it is a decentralized model that
requires administrative and academic
units to contain costs and streamline
operations, which includes using
competitive pricing and outsourcing of
services. Administrative and academic
units also keep the revenue they
generate, such as tuition, research grants,
private gifts, and auxiliary income.
U-M’s responsibility-center manage-
ment model not only improved internal
resource allocation, it also improved
external fundraising efforts because it
gave U-M the flexibility to shift
priorities if necessary and generate
sufficient revenue for new programs.55
Comparing U-M, ASU, and UA
as Research Universities
Academics
In 2000, TheCenter, part of the
Lombardi Program on Measuring
University Performance at the University
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of Florida-Gainesville, began publishing
an annual report called The Top
American Research Universities. Its report
ranks research universities according to
nine separate academic and financial
measures, which allows for a detailed
comparison of U-M, ASU, and UA.56
According to TheCenter’s annual
reports, which use data from 1998 to
2002, ASU, UA, and U-M all ranked
among the country’s top 200 public and
private research universities.
Between 1998 and 2002, U-M
consistently ranked among the country’s
top 25 research institutions, with an
average five-year rank of 13. UA
consistently ranked among the country’s
top 50 research universities, with an
average five-year rank of 39, while ASU
consistently ranked among the country’s
top 100 research universities, with an
average five-year rank of 85.57 Between
1999 and 2002, all three universities
ranked among the top 100 universities
in terms of faculty who are National
Academy of Sciences members.58 U-M
consistently placed among the top 20
research institutions in this category,
with an average four-year rank of 17.
UA consistently placed among the
country’s top 50 research universities,
with an average four-year rank of 30;
while ASU consistently placed among
the country’s top 100 research
universities, with an average four-year
rank of 99.59
Another measure used to assess the
quality of research universities is the
number of awards its faculty members
receive, including grants and fellowships
from prominent programs in the arts,
sciences, humanities, engineering, and
other fields. In terms of overall awards
earned by respective faculty members,
the four-year average rankings of U-M
and UA from 1999 to 2002 fall within
the top 50 research universities in the
country. U-M’s four-year average rank
for faculty awards was six, and UA’s
average rank was 40. ASU was just
outside the top 50 with a four-year
average rank of 57.60
The caliber of students is another
important measure of a top university.
From 1999 to 2002, U-M, ASU, and
UA were among the country’s top 50
research universities for the number of
National Merit and National
Achievement award winners in their
entering freshmen classes. ASU led with
the highest four-year average rank of 19.
U-M’s average rank was 39, while UA’s
average rank was 45.61
To the extent that rankings are
accurate predictors of quality, ASU and
UA have a strong showing. Their solid
rankings help build confidence among
potential private supporters, making it
easier for the universities to launch
successful private fundraising
campaigns. 
Finances
Financial resources also contribute
to a leading research institution. Again,
U-M, ASU, and UA all rank among the
country’s top 200 research universities
for total research expenditures,
endowment assets, and annual giving.62
Alumni giving is
another measure of an
institution’s financial
strength, and ASU and
UA appear to have
significant alumni
revenue potential.
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Like U-M, ASU and UA each enjoy
strong community support and have an
increasingly solid academic foundation
upon which to base expanded private
fundraising efforts. In fact, in some
private funding areas, ASU and UA
surpass U-M. However, in others there is
room for improvement. 
A standard ranking measure of
research universities is total research
expenditures, and in this category U-M,
ASU, and UA all rank among the
country’s top 100 research institutions.
From 1999 to 2002, U-M’s four-year
average national rank was 3, with total
research expenditures amounting to
$2.2 billion. UA’s four-year ranking falls
just outside the top 20 nationally at
number 21, with total research
expenditures amounting to $1.3 billion.
ASU’s four-year average ranking is 88,
with total research expenditures
amounting to $426 million.63
Endowment assets are another
important indicator of universities’ long-
term financial stability. In this regard
there is a wide disparity between the
four-year average rankings of U-M on
the one hand, and ASU and UA on the
other. Between 1999 and 2002, U-M
had an average national rank of 13
among the country’s top 200 public and
private institutions for endowment
assets. For example, in 2002 U-M
ranked 12 overall and 2 among public
institutions, surpassing public
institutions such as the University of
California-Berkeley, University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill, Ohio State
University, the University of Iowa, the
University of Florida, and the University
of California-San Diego.64 Among
public institutions, UA’s four-year
average ranking was 49, and ASU’s four-
year average rank was 69. However,
among both public and private
institutions, UA and ASU’s four-year
average rankings were much lower, at
140 and 186, respectively.65 From 1999
to 2002, U-M’s annual endowment
assets averaged $3.12 billion, while UA’s
averaged $290 million and ASU’s
averaged $203 million. This area of
finance holds great potential for both
ASU and UA. In fact, this year UA
completed “Campaign Arizona,” the
first $1 billion university fundraising
campaign in state history, exceeding its
goal by raising $1.2 billion between July
1997 and June 2005.
Alumni giving is another measure of
an institution’s financial strength, and
ASU and UA appear to have significant
alumni revenue potential. For example,
according to U.S. News & World Report’s
annual rankings of America’s best
national universities, from 1993 to
2000, U-M’s average alumni giving rate
was nearly twice as high as ASU’s and
UA’s rates, 16 percent compared to 8
percent and 10 percent, respectively.
Additionally, U-M ranked as a top 20
institution for both individual alumni
and non-alumni giving according to the
Chronicle of Higher Education’s 2004-
2005 Almanac of Higher Education,
raising $120 million combined in 2002-
2003.66 However, both ASU and UA
have over twice the number of alumni
U-M has. ASU has more than 267,000
alumni, and UA has more than 224,000
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alumni, while U-M has approximately
110,000 alumni.67 The ASU and UA
alumni bases present a great potential
resource opportunity for the universities.
Yet ASU and UA stand out in other
categories of private giving. Based on
data from the Council for Aid to
Education (CAE), an independent
subsidiary of RAND Corporation,
annual giving amounts to ASU and UA
are impressive, putting them ahead of
leading public and private institutions.
CAE defines annual giving as
contributions that include “cash,
securities, company products, and other
property from alumni, non-alumni
individuals, corporations, foundations,
religious organizations, and other
groups.”68 Based on CAE data, in 2002
UA ranked 38 among public and private
institutions nationally. UA received
$120 million, surpassing such leading
institutions as Boston University, Brown
University, the California Institute of
Technology, Georgetown University,
University of California-San Diego,
University of Iowa, and University of
Pittsburgh.69 Annual giving to ASU in
2002 was $61 million, ranking 80
among both public and private
institutions, and exceeding annual
giving to such distinguished institutions
as Carnegie Mellon University and San
Diego State University.70
From 1999 to 2002, only UA has
steadily improved its national rankings
among public and private institutions
for annual giving, from 50 to 38.71
Meanwhile, U-M’s ranking slipped from
17 in 1999 to 29 in 2002. ASU made
impressive gains in the annual giving
rankings, moving up from 86 nationally
in 1999 to 58 in 2001. However, in
2002 it dropped to 80. As of 2003, ASU
improved its national ranking, moving
up 10 places to 70. Also in 2003, UA
surpassed U-M in the national rankings
for annual giving, coming in at 23
compared to U-M’s 24.
ASU and UA also surpass U-M in
other categories of private giving.
According to the Chronicle of Higher
Education’s 2004-2005 Almanac of
Higher Education, UA ranked first
nationally in corporate giving, receiving
over $110 million in academic year
2002-03 from private corporations,
more than double the amounts received
by MIT, Harvard University, and
Stanford University.72 The Chronicle of
Higher Education also included both
ASU and UA on its list, “Major Private
Gifts to Higher Education Since 1967.”
UA was listed for an $87.5 million gift
made in 1998 to its College of Law, and
ASU was listed for two gifts in 2003
totaling $100 million.73
Those financial data suggest that
while ASU and UA have room for
improvement with regard to private
fundraising, there are indications that
they can be competitive with U-M
financially. Arizona’s research
universities enjoy strong support from
the communities they serve. Yet their
levels of private support could be even
stronger. U-M’s example suggests that
alumni can play a significant role in
building endowments at both ASU and
UA, which in turn could yield
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significant annual endowment income.
Unlike Michigan, which has 15 public
institutions competing for private
donations, Arizona has only three four-
year public universities. ASU and UA
have ample room to build upon current
sources of private support by increasing
alumni giving rates and amounts. 
Because Arizona’s research
universities have not maximized their
private giving potential yet, there is
concern that absent increased state
subsidies, neither ASU nor UA will
become a leading public research
university.74 It would seem reasonable to
attribute U-M’s stature as a leading
public research university to higher
public funding. However, financial data
contained in each university’s annual
financial reports from fiscal years 1992
to 2003 suggest otherwise. Significantly,
ASU, UA, and U-M each receive
comparable annual state funding
amounts, but the extent to which each
university’s general revenue relies on
state appropriations varies widely, as
shown in Figures 9 and 10.
From fiscal years 1992 to 2003,
U-M received an average of $317
million in state funding each year. ASU
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Source: Financial data is provided by each university’s annual financial reports for corresponding
years.
Notes: 
1. Dollar amounts are not adjusted for inflation.
2. Beginning in 2001-2002, corresponding with fiscal year 2002, ASU and UA received additional
Technology and Research Initiatives Funding (TRIF) revenue as part of a 0.6 percent sales tax
increase, which voters approved in November 2000 by passing Proposition 301.75 That revenue is
included in the annual state appropriation.
Figure 9: Annual State Funding: 1992 to 2003
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received an annual average of $272
million from the state, while UA
received an annual average of $290
million. However, unlike Arizona’s
public universities, which receive
additional state funding for capital
outlays such as research lab
construction, U-M is required to raise
matching funds for new building
construction and upgrades.76 This
requirement minimizes the advantage
U-M may initially appear to have over
ASU and UA in terms of state funding.77
A significant financial distinction
between U-M and Arizona’s research
universities is the extent to which each
institution’s general revenue depends
upon state funding, not simply the
annual state funding amounts. As Figure
10 shows, U-M began the 1990s with 15
percent of its general revenue coming
from state funding. In contrast, state
funding accounted for more than double
that portion in UA and ASU’s general
revenues, 38 percent and 41 percent
respectively. State funding dropped as a
portion of their general revenue at all
three universities as of fiscal year 2003.
However, both UA and ASU still rely on
state funding for roughly one-third of
their general revenues, while U-M’s state
funding dropped below 10 percent of its
general revenue by fiscal year 2003.
Equally important to consider is
each university’s annual state funding
amounts in relation to its size, not just as
a portion of each institution’s overall
revenue. From 1991 to 2002, U-M’s
average annual enrollment was about
37,000 students, ASU’s average annual
enrollment was 48,000 students, and
UA’s average annual enrollment was
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Figure 10: State Funding as a Percentage of University Revenue: 1992 to 2003
Source: Financial data is provided by each university’s annual financial reports for corresponding
years.
Leaving aside the
question of whether the
federal government
should subsidize
university research, an
examination of funding
trends reveals that as a
portion of U-M’s
general revenue, federal
funding remained
relatively constant
while state funding
declined.
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approximately 35,000 students. Over
this time period, U-M received an
average of $317 million annually in state
funding, which amounts to roughly
$8,600 per student. In comparison, UA
received an average of $290 million
annually and ASU received an average of
$272 million annually, which amounts
to about $8,300 and $5,700 in state
funding per-pupil, respectively.
From 1991 to 2002, approximately
40 percent of ASU and UA’s general
revenue came from state funding.
Combined, annual state funding to ASU
and UA was over $560 million on
average. Relying on state appropriations
to raise their respective per-pupil
funding amounts to U-M’s level would
require a substantial funding increase.
For example, keeping average annual
enrollment constant, for UA to match
U-M’s per-student funding of $8,600,
annual state funding to UA would have
to increase by more than $10 million to
about $300 million annually. Annual
state funding would have to increase
more dramatically for ASU to achieve
$8,600 per student. Again, keeping
average annual enrollment constant,
annual state funding to ASU would have
to increase by about $141 million to
nearly $413 million annually.78 Thus,
the state would have to increase its
combined annual funding to ASU and
UA by roughly $150 million just at
current enrollment levels. According to
ABOR’s past president Chris Herstam,
enrollment at Arizona’s three public
universities is expected to increase from
115,000 students to 185,000 students
by 2020.79 A financial strategy that relies
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Figure 11: Federal Funding as a Percentage of University Revenue: 1992 to 2000
Fiscal Year
Source: Financial data is provided by each university’s annual financial reports for corresponding
years.
Note: Federal funding data were unavailable for U-M for FY 1994 and UA for FY 1998, so those
years are omitted.
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so heavily on increased state
appropriations to increase per-student
funding levels therefore seems ill-
advised.
Likewise, claims by ASU’s Morrison
Institute, for example, that state funding
is necessary for leveraging federal
funding also appear unfounded in light
of U-M’s experience.80 Leaving aside the
question of whether the federal
government should subsidize university
research, an examination of funding
trends reveals that as a portion of U-M’s
general revenue, federal funding
remained relatively constant while state
funding declined. From fiscal years 1992
to 2000, U-M’s annual state funding
increased 20 percent, from $272 million
to $339 million in nominal dollars,
while its annual federal funding
increased 35 percent, from $244 million
to $377 million, also in nominal dollars. 
U-M’s experience suggests first that
state appropriations are not a necessary
condition for securing federal funds. In
addition, as shown in Figure 11, like
state funding, federal funding
constitutes a relatively small portion of
U-M’s general revenue. Specifically,
between fiscal years 1992 and 2000,
U-M’s state and federal funding
combined constituted about one quarter
of its general revenue on average,
dropping from 28 percent of general
revenues in fiscal year 1992 to 23
percent of general revenues in fiscal year
2000. This also suggests that state
funding is not a necessary condition for
leveraging funding from other sources.
On the contrary, U-M’s example
indicates that reducing its reliance on
state appropriations presented an
opportunity to explore previously
untapped revenue sources.
Between fiscal years 1992 and 2000,
federal funding for U-M, ASU, and UA
increased overall.81 However, as shown in
Figure 11, federal funding makes up a
higher portion of UA’s general revenue
than ASU’s general revenue, roughly 25
percent compared to less than 15
percent. In fact, between fiscal years
1992 and 2000, UA received more than
twice the annual federal funding on
average that ASU did, approximately
$76 million annually compared to $192
million annually. Yet as shown in Figure
9, state funding levels for both ASU and
UA during this time were similar. This
variance suggests that higher state
appropriations are neither a necessary
nor sufficient cause for increasing federal
funding. Rather, it indicates UA is doing
something materially different than
ASU, which perhaps warrants further
investigation.
The U-M experience holds two
important finance lessons for research
universities. First, U-M leveraged its
federal funding even as state funding was
diminishing as a portion of its general
revenue. Second, combined state and
federal funding makes up a small
portion of U-M’s general revenue.
Substituting federal funding for state
funding does not appear to be a wise
long-term strategy. Just as competition
for limited state funding is increasing, so
too is competition for federal funding.
Like state governments, the federal
Despite record financial
and academic successes
over the past decade,
U-M continues to
explore innovative new
ways to increase its
financial self-
sufficiency.
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government is funding a growing
number of K-12 education, health,
welfare, and other social programs.
Whether or not one agrees with this
trend, federal funding for university
research did not hold the growth
potential U-M originally anticipated.
U-M’s example indicates that private
and self-generated revenue have much
greater growth potential than federal
funding.
Recommendations
Despite record financial and
academic successes over the past decade,
U-M continues to explore innovative
new ways to increase its financial self-
sufficiency. In terms of both resource
management and fundraising, U-M has
not excluded other possible models. For
example, the University has considered
an innovative public/private research
university model that would privatize
some schools and colleges, including the
schools of Law, Business
Administration, and Medicine, if they
agree to become financially
independent.82
This model warrants further
scrutiny. Nevertheless, U-M’s academic
and financial success over the past 30
years offers Arizona’s public research
universities a valuable blueprint for
increasing financial independence and
reducing reliance on state funding. 
What follows is a brief summary of
the steps Arizona’s research universities
can take to become more financially self-
sufficient institutions. These steps would
expand upon a trend in decentralization
that began when ABOR implemented
Changing Directions in 2000, which
increased each institution’s autonomy.
Proposed reforms include: increasing
tuition proportionate to “the top of the
lower one-third of senior public
universities in the 50 states;” raising the
amount of tuition set aside for financial
aid by over 140 percent and offering
alternative tuition payment plans;
removing geographic restrictions so
universities can offer courses statewide;
and giving universities more control over
admissions standards.83
1. Identify Core Academic Programs
The U-M experience suggests that
Arizona’s research universities should
consider a “spires of excellence” model.
UA has, in fact, adopted such a model,
which it calls “focused excellence.” As
UA president Peter Likins explains, 
At the University of Arizona we
cannot discover everything, educate
in all subjects, or serve everyone.
And we cannot expect to inspire
anyone unless we perform at the
highest level in all that we do. In
the context of Arizona’s State
University System, there is no
defense for the view that the
University of Arizona should
attempt to be all things to all
people. This would be for us a vain
pursuit at any cost, and, with
Arizona’s resource constraints, it
would be a formula for uniform
November 1, 2005
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mediocrity at best, diminishing our
prospects for success and
compromising our sister
universities, which have their own
strategies for success. Excellence
must be the defining characteristic
of the University of Arizona, and
excellence in our environment of
constrained resources requires
focus.84
UA recently announced plans to
raise admission standards and expand its
graduate programs because, according to
president Likins, “We’re focusing on
getting better, not bigger.” ASU, in
contrast, plans to establish a statewide
university presence through what it calls
a “One University Many Places”
strategy, with four campuses. Each
campus will have different missions,
including research and professional
degree programs.
By focusing on their core academic
missions and distinguished academic
programs, ASU and UA will be better
able to direct resources to their key
research programs and distinguish
themselves in targeted research areas. For
example, in 2004 U.S. News & World
Report ranked ASU’s aerospace/
aeronautical, biomedical/bioengin-
eering, and industrial programs among
the top 25 graduate programs
nationally—putting the Ira A. Fulton
School of Engineering among the top 50
public and private schools and among
the top 30 state-funded schools
nationally.85 In addition to having one of
the country’s best hospitals and
entrepreneurship programs, 15 of UA’s
departments and graduate programs
have ranked among the top 10
universities nationwide according to
U.S. News & World Report in recent
years, including analytical chemistry,
astrophysics/space, audiology, and
pharmacy.86
2. Align Tuition More Closely with the
Actual Costs of Education
ABOR increased Arizona public
universities’ ability to raise tuition in
2000 when it initiated Changing
Directions. However, the Arizona
Constitution requires that tuition be “as
nearly free as possible” and will likely
have to be amended in order for the
universities to charge tuition that covers
the actual costs of the education they
provide. The state’s universities face
tremendous political pressure to keep
tuition artificially low, fueled by
publications such as the latest national
report from the National Center for
Public Policy and Higher Education,
which ranked Arizona as one of the
worst states nationally for college
affordability.87
However, such assessments overlook
evidence that Arizona’s universities
charge less than peer institutions. In fact,
because of Arizona’s constitutional
mandate, Arizona’s public universities
keep their tuition at levels charged by
the bottom third of American
universities.88 Enrollment at ASU and
UA continues to rise despite a 70
percent increase in tuition from 1991 to
2002.89 As ASU president Michael Crow
explained in USA Today last fall,
To succeed as leading
research universities,
ASU and UA will have
to abandon the notion
that state subsidies are
integral to leveraging
additional revenue.
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compelling ASU to charge
approximately $3,500 for a $12,000
education means “it will not rise to the
level of world-class status…We can’t
ignore any revenue sources, including
the investment students make in their
portion of the cost of higher
education.”90
ABOR’s 2005 public university
redesign proposal recommends
differentiated tuition levels, depending
on the type of university a student
attends.91 The universities are also
considering charging specialized fees for
students in more expensive programs.92
ASU and UA should consider allowing
students to take single courses apart
from larger academic programs and
charging tuition that is commensurate
with the real cost of the educational
programs. For example, students
majoring in liberal arts could be charged
less than those enrolled in hard science
programs. Having free-standing or even
decentralized colleges would also help
ensure that students enrolled in less
expensive academic programs are not
subsidizing high-cost research programs
though their tuition.93 As U-M does,
ASU and UA could charge slightly more
for upperclassmen, who require more
time with faculty. Tuition levels could be
even more precise by charging a higher
rate for students who prefer more time
with professors as opposed to graduate
teaching assistants.94
By improving acceptance standards,
Arizona’s universities could maximize
tuition revenue. As it is, ASU and UA
have high acceptance rates but low
graduation rates. For example, from
1990 to 2000, ASU and UA’s average
acceptance rates were 86 percent and 91
percent, respectively. Over the same
period, ASU and UA’s graduation rates
were 49 percent and 51 percent,
respectively. In contrast, U-M’s average
graduation rate exceeded its acceptance
rate, 72 percent compared to 81
percent.95 By admitting students who are
prepared for and committed to doing
college-level work, ASU and UA could
expend tuition revenue and financial aid
resources more productively toward
students who are most likely to complete
a university degree.
3. Increase Self-Sufficiency with Private
Funding
To succeed as leading research
universities, ASU and UA will have to
abandon the notion that state subsidies
are integral to leveraging additional
revenue. In fact, financial data from the
past decade suggest that by focusing so
exclusively on increasing their portion of
shrinking state resources, ASU and UA
may be missing important private
funding opportunities. Substituting
federal funding for state funding is also
not an optimal long-term financial
strategy. At both government levels, K-
12 education, healthcare, and other
social programs account for an
increasing share of government
expenditures. Moreover, given increasing
competition from other social programs
for limited public resources, it is unlikely
that the state or federal governments will
be able to fund universities at levels they
enjoyed in the past. 
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There is growing recognition of this
reality. According to UA president
Likins,
The Regents have begun to realize
that the Arizona University System
is on a perilous financial trajectory
unless something changes.
Historically, what we hoped would
change is that the Legislature would
become more supportive of higher
education and would fund it better.
It appears that we have achieved
one goal: the Governor and the
Legislature are more supportive of
higher education than they were
five years ago, but because of the
state’s economy, we are unlikely to
receive more funding. In fact, it is
clear that universities along with
other state agencies will get even
less financial support.96
ASU and UA have more than twice
the alumni U-M does, but their alumni
giving rates are about half of U-M’s
rates, roughly 8 percent and 10 percent
compared to 16 percent on average.
However, unlike U-M, both ASU and
UA have received some of the largest
private gifts since 1967, and UA ranked
first nationally in corporate giving for
the 2002-03 academic year, receiving
over $110 million from private
corporations. UA even surpassed U-M
in annual giving in 2003 with a national
rank of 23 compared to U-M’s rank of
24. And, despite its recent slip in the
national rankings, ASU has also
demonstrated strong annual giving
capacity, surpassing Carnegie Mellon
University and San Diego State
University in 2002.
With more than 200,000 alumni on
record each, ASU and UA should shift
their focus from lobbying the state
legislature for funds, and turn instead to
alumni for support. Unlike Michigan,
which has 15 four-year public
institutions, Arizona has only three.
ASU and UA are therefore important
and prominent institutions in their
surrounding communities. With greater
attention from university
administration, non-alumni giving
could also increase beyond the two to
three percent reported in fiscal year
2003.97
While large, one-time donations to
universities make important projects
possible, ASU and UA should
implement a sustained annual private
fundraising strategy. Specifically, ASU
and UA should strive to increase both
annual private giving rates and
endowment income to match state
appropriations, which averaged roughly
$320 million each in fiscal year 2003.
Moreover, both ASU and UA should
prepare now for the cessation of roughly
$65 million annually in Proposition 301
tax revenue and university infrastructure
appropriations, both of which will
expire in about 20 years.98 According to
published reports, both universities
intend to increase private research
funding by hundreds of millions of
dollars over the next several years.99
Along with those efforts, over the next
two decades ASU and UA should strive
to replace just under $400 million in
annual public support to become
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financially self-sufficient universities.
Conclusion
In 1965, the state of Michigan
provided 70 percent of the University of
Michigan-Ann Arbor’s general revenue.
After peaking at this level, state funding
as a portion of the University of
Michigan’s (U-M) general revenues
declined steadily over the next 30 years.
Today, state funding accounts for less
than 10 percent of its general revenue,
and U-M offers an education rivaling
even the best private institutions at
about one-third the price. U-M tops
Wall Street rankings and became the first
public institution to have its credit
rating raised to Aa1 and its bonds
trading at Aaa levels in 1994. U-M was
also the first public university ever to
launch and exceed a $1 billion
fundraising campaign. Through these
efforts U-M doubled its general revenue
from $1.8 to nearly $4 billion between
fiscal years 1991 and 2002. 
Representatives of Arizona’s research
universities have stated their intention of
becoming more financially independent.
However, state support remains a
cornerstone of their financial strategies,
even though ASU and UA
representatives admit that state funding
is unlikely to reach the levels needed to
sustain leading research universities.
Nevertheless, representatives of Arizona’s
universities insist that state subsidies are
essential for leveraging additional
revenue. U-M’s example proves
otherwise. By becoming a privately
financed public university, reducing its
costs, and allocating resources wisely,
U-M is a model modern public research
university. 
ASU and UA have strong
community support, well over 200,000
alumni each, and increasingly
distinguished academic rankings. Like
U-M, ASU and UA have the potential to
become world-class research institutions
by embracing an entrepreneurial
approach to fundraising, management,
and resource allocation. Based on U-M’s
successful strategies, ASU and UA
should consider identifying core
academic programs; aligning tuition
more closely with the actual cost of
educational services; and increasing their
financial independence with private
funding. U-M’s academic and financial
success over the past 30 years despite
reduced state support shows that
Arizona can have strong public research
universities that are largely privately
funded. 
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